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Abstract:
The purpose of this research is to prove quantitatively whether the transformation of the international business model of a Japanese multinational firm has influenced the trans-nationalisation and diversity in the main office in Japan. Moreover, it is proving quantitatively the influence of the management on the move-in region by trans-nationalisation and diversity of a Japanese main office. According to the previous research, it was traditionally one of the big traits of the personnel system of a Japanese multinational firm that trans-nationalisation of employment does not progress as compared with a European or American company. However, the consciousness of the top managers of a Japanese multinational firm is changing recently. The top managers of Japanese multinational firm recently faced the big transformation of the management environment that an emerging-countries market grows up rapidly, while the Gross Domestic Product of Japan fell to the third in the world. As a research methodology, a questionnaire was given to the multinational firms which has advanced to emerging countries. In conclusion, it was verified that trans-nationalisation of a main office has progressed because the international business model in the emerging countries of a Japanese firm converted. Moreover, it was verified that trans-nationalisation of a main office has promoted the relationship with various stakeholders in an emerging country as an effect on management.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this study is to provide empirical clarification about the relationship of a transformation of the international business model of a Japanese firm and diversity and trans-nationalisation of a Japanese main office. As a classic example of the international business model in the high economic growth period from the 1960s to around the 1970s, the Japanese firm had adopted the processing trade model. It is a model which earns foreign money by importing various scarce industrial raw materials in Japan and mass-producing and exporting the manufactured product of good quality at a low cost. This model was premised on the existence of the large-quantity young labour layer homogeneously educated in middle rank. Then, in connection with a strong yen against the dollar ignited by the Plaza accord in 1985, the Japanese manufacturing firm converted the international business model from the exportation model and advanced overseas relocation of the production district. Many Japanese multinational firms were the global corporation models by the definition of Bartlett and Ghoshal (1999). It is a model which centralises in a parent nation, develops and holds knowledge in a parent nation, and spreads the strategy of a parent nation on a global scale. Although the international business model converted into the global model and trans-nationalisation and diversity of the recruitment progressed in the overseas subsidiary, the diversity in Japan seldom changed. This homogeneity may have contributed to improving the coherence inside and outside of an organisation in a research and development activity or a productive activity, and increasing an international competitiveness in the industry segment, which adopts the product architecture of an integral style like a motorcar, for example. On the other hand, various problems were generated about a human resource management of an overseas subsidiary, etc.

Probably one of the biggest transformations of the external environment which affects the international business model in this century is an evolution of an emerging-countries economy. In the traditional international business model of a Japanese firm, the low cost and high-performance product has mainly been mass-produced and supplied towards the lower layer volume zone of the market in the countries of a standard of living higher than Japan’s, such as European and American advanced nations. However, in regard to the low cost and high-performance manufactured product, the competitive advantage of the Japanese firm was lost by the appearance of many rival firms with the growth of an emerging-country economy. Therefore, many Japanese firms are trying to find a new competitive advantage which differs from the former, especially in an emerging market. In the traditional international business model of a Japanese firm, emerging countries including Southeast Asia were positioning the production district, which supplies a cheap working force, etc. Thus, emerging countries came to be regarded as the mainly huge market where growth is expected. In an emerging market, since there is no chance of winning by a simple price war, developing and supplying the product and service of a
high value-added, complicated, and imitation difficulty in accordance with local needs is required. For that purpose, the source of the competitive advantage cultivated originally in the parent nation alone is not enough. It becomes useful by grasping the real situation of the region and cooperating with local government authorities or various stakeholders to create and grow a market. Many European and American multinational firms are excellent about the international business model by the comparatively long-term viewpoint in such an emerging country. For example, trans-nationalisation of the recruitment in a parent nation is considered to have backed up creation and expansion of the market in emerging countries. Additionally, in the primary multinational firms of Japan, trans-nationalisation of the recruitment in the main office of a Japanese firm has recently come to be covered widely in the mass media. For example, traditionally, Panasonic, which is one of the major electric manufacturers, has recruited the Japanese new graduate en masse on the assumption of long-time employment. On the other hand, as a general rule, the foreigner has been employed on the assumption of mid-career recruitment, a short term, and a definite period. Panasonic is recently trying to lose such a distinction.

This research intended to verify empirically such a transformation of the international business model of the primary multinational firms of Japan. The questionnaire was given to the Japanese multinational firms which are moving into the emerging market. Two research questions were mainly verified quantitatively. One is clarifying the relationship of the difference in an international business model and the diversity of a main office. International business models are the traditional exportation model of manufactured products and production district model, and the mid- and long-term localisation and market creation/expansion model. The second is clarifying what kind of business results in a move-in country are raised by the trans-nationalisation and diversity of the recruitment in a main office.

2 Precedence research

2-1. Human resource management of a multinational firm

In management functions, it has been pointed out by previous research that personnel function has a high extent of decentralisation (e.g., Harzing, 2001). It is because a market for labour, a labour view, Employment Relations Law, etc. change with a country or regions. On the other hand, the global integration about International Human Resource Management (IHRM) is also required for a multinational firm at the same time. The trait with which IHRM differs from human resource management (HRM) for a national corporation is coping with the complexity of performing the tune-up across the border through overseas relocation of business modality or management practices for the human resource of two or more countries (e.g., Dowling, 1988; De Cieri & Dowling, 2006; De Cieri et al., 2001; Gregersen & Black, 1996; Morgan, 1986). Franko (1973) has indicated that an executive person's nationality politics in a global corporation changes
with the phase of an internationalisation of a company based on the investigation of actual conditions of a European and American company. That is, it is divided into five phases — simplicity exportation, local-production beginning, overseas production expansion, local main office, and global — and the nationality of executive persons were studied. It is advantageous to appoint the natives as the top of an overseas subsidiary from standpoints of the benefit and cost, such as "cost concerning sending of a representative and the re-integration after return to its post", "the natives' motivation", and "an amalgamation for a local society and a Government authorities". Such a personnel policy is the strong point and subject of a multinational firm.

According to Doz et al. (2004), it is becoming difficult for a global corporation to build a global competitive advantage based only on technical development ability in a parent nation; production of scientific technology knowledge has decentralised and become global. Against such a background, the viewpoint of “meta-national innovation” has come to attract attention. The general policy conventionally employed in order to increase new products’ probability of success was to further heighten internal research and development capability by investing in further research and development and efficient staff. However, the research and development investment efficiency was falling with only internal capability because of the transition of a global competitive environment. The global corporation has been pressed to employ research and development efficient staff from locals regardless of their nationality. As a result, a global corporation needed to possess the knowledge of various cultures as organisational capability. Activity which approaches and integrates market characteristics from various viewpoints is required so that a new product development project can target a major overseas market. A project leader needs the capability to understand and integrate the various cognitive contexts based on project members’ cultural diversity. A project leader is also required to have more advanced meta-cognition and multicultural management capabilities, as the mission of a new product development project is to aim at global competitive advantage. As competition is international, radical innovation based on various technical bases is more needed. In order to develop the product of new concepts based on various technologies, technical collaboration capability with various external organisations becomes absolutely necessary.

2-2. The subject of a multinational person management of a Japanese firm

Oddou et al. (2001) show the international trait in the training procedure by international comparison of the global personnel-training measure. In the survey, the variance analysis compares the result of the questionnaire survey for the global corporations which have a main office in Japan, the United States, and Europe which were chosen as the Fortune 500. From the results of an investigation, it is shown as a trait of a Japanese global corporation that the frequency of hands on training by the overseas business trip and residence to a Japanese worker is high compared with a European or American company. Moreover, although the European and American companies had appointed
many foreign executives were very few in the Japanese main office. And it was proposed that the global-network formation and global personnel training by an international collaborative work, such as international task force or a project team, are useful for a global corporation including a Japanese firm as a future direction. Fukao (2006), Kamata (2006), Nonaka (2004), Shiraki (2006), and Suzuki (2005) have indicated that localisation of the person of a Japanese firm, especially a top manager's localisation, are behind compared with European and American companies. Moreover, it is claimed that a revision of the wage system of the local subsidiary of a Japanese firm is necessary. Various problems have occurred by such a delayed localisation strategy.

Amuro (1982) has used the notion of the context by Hall (1976). A context means the prerequisite shared by those which communicate. Hall (1976) analysed primary cultural traits from the information content included in a language, classified Japan with the high context culture, and classified the United States and Germany with the type of the low context culture. Since the percentage of completion of the prerequisite shared in a high context culture is high, clear-statement-ising and the coded notice can be managed with necessary minimum. On the other hand, a clear linguistic expression is needed by the communication in a low context culture. The Japanese firm which has developed under a high context culture has much tacit knowledge of management. Therefore, in the overseas business deployment, a transference and control of a technique or a scheme are achieved through the Japanese representative well versed in the system of an organisation. On the other hand, in the European or American company on condition of a low context surrounding, primary operation knowledge is formulated in the form of the job description, the manual, the trans-missive system, the budgeting system, etc. These are the compilations of knowledge which the organisation has acquired, as well as the mechanisms of a control. Therefore, the primary mission of the personnel sent from a main office is inclusion of a control mechanism. Once a control mechanism is incorporated, the management of an overseas subsidiary is manageable by measurement of a total numerical notice or an operation result. Amuro (1982) argues that such indirect control localises easily. It is because the direct and indirect selection about the supervision of an overseas subsidiary has a close relationship to the number of overseas dispatch persons.

According to the survey of Hayashi (1994), the undertone of a culture is a high context originally in Asia and African countries. However, in countries other than Japan, the low context style management is dominant as a result of being exposed to the intense influence of Europe and America before the operating style based on oneself culture was developed. There is almost no country where a high context style is dominant in the management of an enterprise except Japan. Therefore, the high context style of the Japanese firm is a major factor which delays localisation. For example, in the organisational operation of a Japanese firm, a responsibility is decided roughly and leaves the judgment according to the status of an individual. It functions in the Japanese
main office which has raised such a working staff by OJT or a rotation since entrance. However, it becomes a traverse towards localisation that the natives’ working staff has not passed through such a training process overseas.

Yoshiwara (1989) has taken up internationalisation at home as one factor of the lag in localisation. Internationalisation at home is an internationalisation of the parent company, and is about the condition of a foreigner's participation in the process of decision making in the parent company. Many presidents, board members, or department managers of the parent company of a Japanese firm were in domestic operation lines, and the executive who is experienced overseas is still a minority. Moreover, the local workforce of overseas affiliated firms had barely participated in processes in which important management strategies and plans are drawn up. The Japanese also exchanged information between a parent company and an overseas affiliated firm in Japanese in many cases. Such conditions of a parent company had been the barriers to the localisation of Japanese firms. Even if the local workforce was able to communicate in a foreign language, such as English, it was difficult for the parent company side to respond in many cases. Yoshiwara used a questionnaire for Japanese firms in order to verify the relationship between localisation and internationalisation at home. As a result, the number of Japanese employees/board members who are experienced overseas, and the number of foreign employees employed in the Japanese head office, are positively correlated with localisation.


A conscious transformation of the top manager of a Japanese firm is observed in recent times. For example, according to the questionnaire which the Japanese Business Federation (2011) carried out, the number of effective answers is 584, and the following results of an investigation are shown. 40 percent of the companies answered to expand recruitment and training of the Japanese on condition of foreign posting about the globalisation of a future business. On the other hand, the answer of appointing a qualified person to be an executive regardless of nationality also showed 30%. The Japanese firms seems to desire managerial talent who can demonstrate capability with global management regardless of a nationality from now on. Moreover, it is answered that half of Japanese firms carry out a transfer and placement according to the demand of positions regardless of nationality. Similarly, half of Japanese firms have answered that they offers the opportunity of a promotion and preferment equally regardless of nationality. When many Japanese firms advance global personnel training, they seem to plan to appoint foreign able persons other than a Japanese positively.

2-4. The influence of trans-nationalisation on an innovation

According to prior research, it is possible to promote an innovation, contribute to the advancement of an industrial structure, and realise economic growth by employing the foreigner who has advanced technique and skill. Moreover, the complementary
relationship between the working force which has advanced technique and skill and a capital with high productivity is effectuated. Otherwise, it is verified that the statistics relevant to innovations, such as the patent taking number of items, are increasing by accepting highly skilled foreign professionals. Accepting the foreigner as a highly skilled professional has an impact on an innovation. For this reason, in each country, the courtesy politics and selective immigration policy to highly skilled professionals are implemented. According to Chaloff and Lemaitre (2009) and OECD (2013), in addition to the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, which are emigrant nations, the preferential treatment to a height educational emigrant is introduced even in Britain, Denmark, and the Netherlands in recent years. It is expected that such a trend will continue, and qualified person hiring competition further intensifies. Foreign qualified persons’ acceptance especially leads to a promotion of an innovation in the research-and-development field. According to Giovanni (2007), 26% of Nobel Prize winners in the United States in the 1990s were emigrants, and it was a high ratio as compared with 12% of the foreigner population. According to Anderson and Platzer (2006), 25% of the entrepreneurs who received public support in the United States from 1990 to 2005 were emigrants. According to Wadhwa et al. (2007), in 2006 25% of the entrepreneurs of the tech company whose sales were 1 million dollars or more were emigrants. According to Kerr (2010a), 12% of the aggregate numbers of the patent taking by 2004 were from in persons of Chinese, Taiwanese, and Indian origin. Additionally, 24% of the number of international patent takings from the United States are acquired by non-Americans. The foreigner has contributed to the upsurge of the U.S. patent share. According to Cervantes and Guellec (2002), Freeman (2006), Kerr (2008), and Kerr and Lincoln (2010), the U.S. economy of the 1990s grew because of the activity of emigrants from Asia within the technology field.

Berliant and Fujita (2011; 2012) show clearly that, theoretically, diversity contributes to innovation. As a result of a model simulation, people’s knowledge does not produce a synergy effect, even if two or more of the same things gather, but a synergy effect is born by able persons with a mutually different body of knowledge. In addition, in order for people to share knowledge of a different kind mutually and to form new knowledge, a common language, a common knowledge, or a common area of interest are also required. Furthermore, the suitable extent of a diversification exists. According to Peri (2007), Zucker and Darby (2007), Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle (2010), Kerr (2010b), and Kerr and Lincoln (2010), an innovation is urged by accepting the foreigner with a high level of education from overseas. According to Niebuhr (2010), Ottaviano and Peri (2006), Ozgen et al. (2011; 2012; 2013), and Sudekum et al. (2009), if diversity progresses, a higher innovation level will be attained. According to Herring (2009), diversity is making the sales, emolument, and number of customers of the company increase significantly. Racial diversity was making sales, the number of customers, the market share, and the emolument increase, and sex diversity was also making sales, the number of customers, and the emolument increase, as a result of analysing the influence
which the diversity in race and sex has on corporate performance in the United States. Thus, in many studies it is concluded that diversity promotes innovation.

In the IT sector, the research is accumulated about a foreign worker's receipt and the impact on innovation. Kerr and Lincoln (2010) make the trial calculation that more than half of system engineers (SE), which increased in the United States in 1995 and afterwards, is an emigrant. According to Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle (2010), many immigrants who become SE workers have a high level of skill. According to Stephan and Levin (2001), in the United States the foreigner contributes to the expansion of the technology field. Since the foreigner who received the advanced education outside the United States has contributed to the United States, the United States has got the benefit by brain drain from overseas. In relation to this, Ioannidis (2004) analysed using the cross-section data of 1523 researchers by whom the thesis is quoted at the high frequency in Institute of Scientific Information (ISI). As a result, 1/3 of researchers are doing their present research in a different country from the country of birth, and 3/4 of them were doing research in the United States. According to Hunter et al. (2009), about half of the prominent physicists in the world work in countries other than their country of birth. Such a scholar can be attracted by a country with much capital for research and development.

On the other hand, according to Alesina and La Ferrara (2005), who carried out a survey of the relationship of an innovation to the foreign worker, the relationship of plus and the relationship of minus are verified by the research. According to Ozgen et al. (2011; 2012; 2013), it has also observed that innovation decreases when the ratio of a foreign worker becomes too large. According to Berliant and Fujita (2011; 2012), an innovation will become difficult to increase if diversity progresses too much. Lee and Nathan (2010), Mare et al. (2011), Niebuhr and Peters (2012), Ostergaard et al. (2011), and Parotta et al. (2011) have arrived at the same conclusion. Thus, it is thought that there are conditions in order for diversity to raise innovation.

2-5. The BOP market

According to Hart and Sharma (2004), since much of the previous research on international business has targeted the activities of local subsidiaries in developed countries, there is no telling whether the theory can be applied to a developing country (probably only a TOP layer is applicable in the former case). In order to complement the previous research, the new concept of radical trans-activeness (RT) with dynamic capability has been developed. This capability is defined as the capability systematically to authorise, search for, and integrate the viewpoint of the stakeholder at the fringes in order to respond to the destructive transition in a developing country's market. The stakeholders in developing countries' markets are divided into core stakeholders and fringe stakeholders. The former comprise investors, customers, government authorities, competitors, employees, non-governmental organisations, suppliers, communities, etc.;
the latter stakeholders are the poor, socially vulnerable, isolated, uninterested, non-legitimate, etc. In order for a company to enter a BOP market, both core stakeholders and fringe stakeholders need to be involved and to have full knowledge of confrontations and conflicts. RT is the capability to explore business potential, building a relationship with fringe stakeholders, opening up the framework of knowledge development and experience and considering social constraints and potentialities.

In London and Hart (2004), the capability necessary for BOP market entry was inductively verified based on 24 cases. Global capability was analysed in terms of three aspects: collaboration with an unorthodox partner, custom-made solution co-creation, and construction of local capacity. This capability is almost synonymous with the above-mentioned RT dynamic capability. There is variation in the necessary conditions for these three capability groups between successful and unsuccessful companies in a BOP market, and they influence the growth potential in a lower-layer market. When entering a BOP market, a company cannot depend on the transfer or protection of the knowledge or resources developed in the TOP market. Additional capabilities are needed to surpass those used in TOP markets, such as conventional global operational efficiency, local adaptability, and existing knowledge transfer. When entering a BOP market, an effective strategy is for a company to understand the social context and to specify and use its strengths in the business environment concerned. Moreover, a strategy built through a bottom-up process and sharing resources across organisational boundaries is effective. A company with a high capability for social embedding can easily be successful.

2-6. Creation of shared value

The creation of shared value (CSV) has been advocated by Porter and Kramer (2011). A company raises social value by meeting social needs through internalising external diseconomies, such as environmental pollution, water pollution, or traffic congestion. A company raises economic value, such as sales or profit, through Cooperate Social Responsibility (CSR) as a primary business. CSV is a concept which shares both values: it is a management concept which reconciles social business solutions, business income, and improvement in competitiveness, but it also yields a value both to society and the company. The resolution of social issues by a business offering value is added to strategic CSR and integrated into it as CSV. CSV is proposed as a different concept from CSR. Generally, CSR tends to be realised in terms of alleviating the adverse effects of an enterprise activity, or as philanthropic activities. Therefore, it seems that business administrators tend to accept CSV by advocating it as a different concept from CSR. Although it is difficult to express the effect of CSR in numerical terms, the effect of CSV is expressed numerically as profit to the company.

CSV essentially has three dimensions. First, it is an offering of a product or service which solves a social issue. Second, in it, competitive enhancement of a value chain and a contribution to society coexist. Third, enhancement of the competition base in a corporate
development region and the contribution to the region coexist. An example of a business engaged in CSV would be a company working on one of the renewable energies important for the diversification of energy sources or the battle against global warming. Equally, BOP business — which, for example, might develop a customer base of four billion people living on less than $2 per day and seek to meet their needs — in many cases operates based on the spirit of CSV. The success of the company’s business is also achieved by solving social issues, such as regional economy development, job creation, or the eradication of sickness in a developing country. Such business enterprises for BOP markets can also be put into the category of CSV.

2-7. Japan as a forerunner for addressing emerging problems in the world

According to Komiyama (2007), the problems that come with industrialisation tend to surface earlier here in Japan than in other developed countries. In short, Japan is a forerunner in terms of the emerging social problems faced by advanced societies. Sooner or later, other countries are bound to face similar problems. As Japan becomes a mature nation and the demand for an artificial goods is being saturated. Durable consumer goods, such as cars, television sets, and air-conditioners are already common in Japanese households. Infrastructure constructions, such as roadways and water services, are also almost completed. These mean the shortage of internal demands in Japan. Since the desire for durable consumer goods is high in developing and emerging countries, many Japanese firms have turned to these overseas demands. However, the velocity of economic developments, such as in China and India, is quicker than the velocity which the present developed country has experienced. Also in these flourishing overseas-demand markets, the demand for an artificial goods will be saturated soon and the short demand will actualise. On the other hand, social problems in Japan, such as an increase of the aged population, disasters, and environmental problems, have arisen beyond the foreign country. Those social problems are likely to be faced someday even in emerging countries, such as those in Asia. Since the Japanese firm is tackling those settlements, it can offer the knowledge which is useful to each country. Contributing to emerging countries by the accumulation of experience and the element technology to solve social problems becomes a future international growth model of Japan, replacing the exportation model of saturated durable consumer goods. For example, Japan is resource-starved and its self-sufficiency rate of farming produce, etc., is low. Moreover, ahead of the rest of the world, population decline has begun. The scheme which solves these problems will probably be needed not only in a Japan but in the entire world. For example, in order to solve the problem of a scarcity of resources, energy-saving technologies such as a hybrid car have been developed. The demand for energy-saving functions outside of Japan is increasing due to a rise in environmental awareness, the rising cost of rock oil, etc. The exploitation of automation and safety techniques, including an industrial robot, is also useful in order to overcome the shortage of workers, a large-scale accident, a miserable disaster, etc.
In the past, the industry in Japan introduced European and American products and business models, arranged them in the style of Japan, and exported them. Now, the Japanese industry is searching for a "problem forward-country" model, and will transfer the problem solution overseas. In the traditional model, the Japanese firm took in the existing standards of every country in the world, compared them, improved them, and pursued the profit. A "problem forward-country" model aims at spreading and standardising the Japanese business solution technique and the procedure over the seas. The merits of global standardising are a market extension, a cost cut, and industrial development in the future. A standardisation strategy is deciding the platform of industrial development rather than a mere interchangeability and normalisation. Since the power of one company and one country is insufficient in order to form a standardisation, the formation of an alliance with the other company or a foreign country serves as a key factor which determines success or failure.

2-8. Reverse innovation

In the field of international business, the new role of an overseas affiliated firm has been paid attention to over the past ten years. Conventionally, the overseas affiliated firm has been considered to be a recipient of the advantage of its parent nation’s main office (Dunning, 1979; Hymer, 1970). However, an advantage of an overseas affiliated firm has attracted attention recently. According to the "meta-national management" view, an overseas affiliated firm is not dependent on the advantage of a parent nation; knowledge is acquired locally, and an advantage is acquired by spreading it globally (Doz et al., 2004). According to the Centre of Excellence’s (COE) view, in a particular activity, an overseas affiliated firm becomes a central lodge ment of a multinational firm (Frost et al., 2002). According to "reverse innovation," the innovation which the overseas affiliated firm yields affects developed countries, and the overseas affiliated firm bears a more important role (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2012).

The notion of reverse innovation considers the potential of the BOP market strategy more positively than mere penetration at a local level. According to Immelt et al. (2009), two kinds of innovation — development in an emerging country and development for developed countries from an emerging country — are contained in reverse innovation. Product development adapted to the customer needs of the emerging country is indispensable, and the product also becomes an innovation which is adapted for the niche markets of developed countries. This means that product proposals which have until now failed to be adopted under a glocalization strategy are developed at the local emerging country level and subsequently offered in developed countries. That is, products that are not taken up under a glocalization strategy are developed through reverse innovation.

Glocalization is a strategy through which an excellent product is developed in the company’s own country, is sold on the world market, and is partially changed according
to local characteristics. In taking this approach, the trade-off between minimising costs through globalisation and maximising market share through localisation can be optimised. However, the development of the reverse innovation strategy has ended the period in which the glocalization strategy dominated. Like glocalization, though, if multinational firms do not recognise the capability of reverse innovation, it will be difficult for them to survive ten years from now or to ensure good earnings. Succeeding in an emerging country is a necessary condition for remaining prosperous in developed countries. Nonetheless, although the reverse innovation strategy is indispensable to business, the glocalization strategy is also important for the future. The problem is that they conflict with each other. Centralised product-focused organisational structures and management practices have led to the success of the glocalization strategy. Since the reverse innovation strategy aims at a regional market through a distributed structure, its character is the reverse of the glocalization strategy. It is necessary to overturn two beliefs. The first is that there is a flying geese pattern of development whereby developing country markets develop gradually, similarly to developed countries. In fact, in terms of introducing innovations, it is not unusual for an emerging market to leap ahead of developed countries. The second erroneous belief is that products that correspond to needs peculiar to an emerging country are deficient in terms of their competitiveness in developed countries. On the contrary, such products can create new markets in developed countries by virtue of being low-cost or leading the way in the development of new directions.

According to Govindarajan and Trimble (2012), as the development style of emerging countries is not the same as developed countries, models that succeed in developed countries cannot be applied to them. In order to meet the needs of an emerging country, it is important to achieve innovation at a local level from a zero base. In terms of management for implementing the reverse innovation strategy whereby the innovation evolves from an emerging country for global distribution, they identify five gaps between developed countries and emerging countries: performance, infrastructure, sustainability, regulatory, and preferences.

The performance gap: Since the consumers in an emerging country have little revenue, they require 50% of the solution at 15% of the price, rather than the localisation of a product oriented to developed countries. For example, in India, Nokia reduced the functions of its mobile telephones, but added the functions needed most at the local level, such as text messaging in Hindu and a powerful electric torch, and thus obtained more than 60% of the market share in India.

The infrastructure gap: In an emerging country, infrastructure is still under construction. The consumer in an emerging country requires solutions independent of existing infrastructure; as there is no tie to existing infrastructure, the supplier of improved infrastructure can adopt the latest solution immediately. An example of this is the highly successful low-cost battery-operated electrocardiogram meter developed by GE for India.
which can be used even if the electric power is unstable. In another example, a local telecommunications company in India jumped over the development step of a fixed-line telephone, promptly adopting radio technology instead and was successful.

The sustainability gap: Sustainability issues are particularly acute for emerging countries and they are anxious for next-generation environmental solutions. The market share for electric vehicles developed by BYD in China is growing.

The regulatory gap: As regulatory systems in emerging countries are still developing, they may benefit from a decreased time lag before an innovative solution is launched. For this reason, a new product may overcome regulatory hurdles when originated in an emerging country. Diagnostics for All, a non-profit organisation (NPO) which markets a new paper-based diagnostic method developed at Harvard University, succeeded in commercial production in emerging markets, whereas regulations prevented this in European and American countries.

The preferences gap: Every country has different tastes and preferences, and innovation needs to take such differences into consideration. In India, PepsiCo has experienced success producing snacks flavoured with herbs growing wild in Eurasia.

2-9. Stakeholders and strategic alliance

Freeman et al. (2004) defined the stakeholders of a company as groups or individuals who can affect the achievements of a company or who are influenced by it. The success of a company is realised through multiple stakeholders’ mutual connection networks. Even if the interests of different stakeholders may be in opposition in the short term, the company has to harmonise them in the long term. In order for a company to pursue profit for those providing funding, it is necessary to create value for other interested parties, and fundamental to the profit-seeking approach is a sense of ethics. A company is successful as long as value is continuously created to the satisfaction of the main stakeholders. By defining the stakeholder concept, the concrete target of a company in terms of implementing social responsibility can be clarified and the goals of social responsibility can be realised.

According to Das and Teng (2000), a strategic alliance is the spontaneous collaboration between companies aimed at attaining a competitive advantage. Spekman et al. (1998) take the view that strategic alliances are close and long-term, and that there is reciprocity between plural partners in terms of sharing resources, knowledge, and capabilities with the aim of strengthening each partner’s competition status. While networking between companies can be considered important, an alliance is embedded in the management strategy of a company and is expected to play a major role. Inkpen (1998) argued that for an alliance to evolve, ties between the partners which engender trust are important. From Larson’s (1992) perspective, a business relation based on trust between organisations makes it possible for each to understand their partner’s situation and to then achieve high levels of satisfaction and benefits. According to Bradach and Eccles (1989), when
partners negotiate with mutual profit and loss and a companion’s viewpoint in mind, trust increases further and this relationship is sustained on a long-term basis.

In terms of environmental issues, Stafford and Hartman (1996) contend that for a company to derive profit from pioneering the resolution of an environmental problem, a green alliance must be realised, taking a long-term outlook, and the strategic advantage of a win-win model must be built. According to Mendleson and Polonsky (1995), in engaging with environmental issues, alliance with an environmental NPO is important. When setting the environmental target of a company, in order to understand the environmental added value sought by consumers, alliance with an environmental NPO facilitates understanding of the consumer’s viewpoint and potential needs, leading to market opportunities in the future and improvement in the organisational capability of a company. A continuous competitive advantage can be acquired by selecting a suitable environmental NPO. According to Hartman and Stafford (1997), a company can gain profit by initially entering a market with an environmental NPO. When turning an environmental problem into a strategic and attractive business, there must be integration of economic aspects and the social dimension of the resolution of the environmental problem. Through alliance with an environmental NPO, a company can gain public trust, together with the specialised knowledge necessary for the resolution of an environmental problem.

3 Hypothetical derivation

The purpose of this research is to first prove quantitatively whether the transformation of the international business model of a Japanese multinational firm has influenced the trans-nationalisation and diversity in the main office in Japan. Moreover, it is proving quantitatively the influence of the management on the move-in region by trans-nationalisation and diversity of a Japanese main office. According to the previous research, it was traditionally one of the big traits of the personnel system of a Japanese multinational firm that trans-nationalisation of employment does not progress as compared with a European or American company. In the research from the 2000s, the status did not change a lot. The reason has been explained by factors such as the cultural identification of a high context style. Additionally, in companies in emerging countries within Asia and Africa, trans-nationalisation is progressing in response to the influence of European and American companies, and it can be said that the peculiar status has continued only in Japan. The status where such trans-nationalisation does not progress was the same in the personnel affairs of not only appointment of the management layer of an overseas subsidiary but a Japanese main office. Since what is called "internationalisation at home" is not progressing, this has caused various problems of international human resource management.

However, the top managers of Japanese multinational firm recently faced the big transformation of the management environment that an emerging-countries market grows
up rapidly, while the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of Japan fell to the third in the world. According to the questionnaire in a previous study, the consciousness of the top managers of a Japanese multinational firm is changing. Various studies have pointed out that diversity and trans-nationalisation can promote innovation in many cases. As the meta-national management theory has pointed out, it becomes a competition to combine and utilise the knowledge produced at various locations of the entire world in many directions. It is the same also in the relationship between a parent nation and emerging countries.

Of course the traditional international business model of a Japanese multinational firm about emerging countries may not deteriorate altogether instantly. For example, though the rate of growth of developed countries' markets, such as the West, is loose in comparison with emerging countries, the ratio in a global market scale is still large. A traditional international business model which exports the mass-produced goods produced by the low cost in the developing country to a developed countries' market is effective to some extent. For example, in an industrial electronic component, a high-performance material, etc., which has a high global-market share in a niche segment, probably, the motivation which converts a traditional international business model will not be strong, since a market size is not so large, while research and development takes time.

On the other hand, in the merchandise and service which are easy to be affected, especially in the trait of the market of an emerging country, it is possible that the traditional international business model of a Japanese multinational firm is pressed for a transformation. If the product itself has an attraction common to the world, it may be possible to expand sales of the cheaper line-up currently used in advanced nations to an emerging market. In that case, it may be necessary to employ only sales representatives. However, a strategy shift will likely be required when a merchandise and service originate in the lifestyle of the use region and is not spread in partial customisation. Starting a full-scale research and development centre, appointment of the research-and-development able persons of the local, etc., are required in a move-in country. Furthermore, Infrastructure developments, such as a roadway and a railroad, are the solution business for various local problems in the first place. Such businesses should take root in local society in the long run.

In an emerging market, a price-slashing war with a quantity-production industrial article has a thin chance of winning for a Japanese firm. A strategy which fits an emerging country and tackles a settlement of social problems, such as an environmental problem, in the long run will be one of the effective strategies, utilising the component engineering and experience which have been accumulated in Japan. It is thought that a Japanese firm is accepted in a move-in country, improves barriers to entry and imitation difficulty, and can grow continuously by doing so. A CSV strategy which Porter and Kramer (2011) propose will be one of the effective choices which can be taken in a young country for the
multinational firm of Japan. For long-term social problem solving in such an emerging country, the so-called boundary spanner (Thompson, 1967) will most likely be required. That is, it is well versed in the circumstances of a local society which has scarcely surfaced, and, moreover, a research and development and other statuses of a Japan main office also need to be understood. It is thought that such boundary spanner is trans-nationalisation of a main office, in short, internationalisation at home. When multinational able persons make the best use of radical trans-activeness (Hart & Sharma, 2004), it can become possible to use an experience and technical accumulation of Japan as a "problem forward country" for a solution of the social problem of an emerging country.

Therefore, the following hypotheses can be posed about the relationship between trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home) and the advance purpose to an emerging country.

H1. An expansion of the merchandise export to an emerging country and trans-nationalisation of a main office are unrelated to each other.

H2. A direct investment of the scale-of-production expansion to an emerging country and trans-nationalisation of a main office are unrelated to each other.

H3. A direct investment of the research and development to an emerging country is promoted by trans-nationalisation of a main office.

H4. A direct investment of the industrial infrastructure exploitation to an emerging country is promoted by trans-nationalisation of a main office.

H5. The effort to solve social problems, such as an environmental problem in an emerging country, is promoted by trans-nationalisation of a main office.

Trans-nationalisation and diversity of a main office may bring about some impacts about the direct investment to emerging countries, such as a development of an industrial infrastructure, and a solution of a social concern. First, the impact is that the company can understand the elusive gaps of the market needs between a developed country and an emerging country, which are pointed out by the precedence research, and lead them to an innovation. Of course, the existing products for developed countries may be accepted in some wealthy class in emerging countries as is. However, in terms of the needs of the volume zone which is the main purchasing power in an emerging country, there are five gaps: performance, infrastructure, sustainability, regulatory, and preferences. Each gap is unclear from the outside, and the adaptation only by the customisation of existing products is insufficient. Research and development of radical new goods and service is needed, applying various component engineering. It is thought that such a destructive innovation can raise customer satisfaction in the volume zone of emerging countries. In order to realise a destructive innovation, it needs a reallocation of resources, organic cooperation, etc., between a parent nation and an advanced country.
It is thought that reorganisation and cooperation are promoted by lowering the personnel-affairs barrier between a main office and an advanced country.

Moreover, cooperation with local various partners will be likely useful in order to realise such a destructive innovation. It cannot be overemphasised that the notice and cooperation from various partners are useful to the determination of the needs of an emerging country. It is difficult to bring the scheme of a parent nation style together with an industrial infrastructure, laws and regulations, a production and a distribution system, a lifestyle, etc. It is desirable to lower barriers by cooperation with various local partners. By building a good relationship with various local partners, the reliance on the local society and customer satisfaction will be raised. For example, as studies have pointed out, in order to perform the activities which consider the environment in the research and development and production in an emerging country, it is desirable to cooperate with NPO experts in a local environmental problem. By cooperation with an environmental NPO, etc., the suitable valuation and reliance to an activity can be obtained and the continuous local activity will become possible. According to the precedence research, in an emerging country the construction of a relationship with various partners, including the stakeholder who is almost unrelated to the business itself, is important, and the relationship is rather implicit. If the main office of a parent nation cannot understand complicated relationships with such local stakeholders well, suitable decision-making and assistance are difficult. When a parent nation trans-nationalises, it is thought that a settlement of the problems of management is freely promoted across the boundary between a parent nation and an emerging country.

When spreading a business like a development of an industrial infrastructure, especially in an emerging country, a more long-term effort is required as compared with sales of a consumption goods, etc. And the objective is not only expanding the volume of sales of a product. It is increasing the employment in a developing country, raising the standard of living, and reducing environmental impact. According to studies, the value with which Japan should provide an emerging country is a solution proposal of the safety, security, cleanliness, and comfort based on an accumulation of the experience which has overcome past various pollution issues, accidents, disasters, etc. And the result is the norm and standard of the product and service of Japan permeating an emerging country, and intellectual property rights being established and becoming barriers to entry. For example, the solutions expected for emerging countries are a low environmental impact infrastructure and transportation, accuracy, safety, comfortable service, etc. Such a solution proposal is realised with improvement in operation quality, the diffusion of the valuations to an environmental impact, and safety. In order to spread such standard, in addition to the qualified marketing specialist employed in the emerging country, an understanding and positive assistance of a parent nation is useful. Diffusion is supportable when the person from an emerging country gains various experiences in a parent nation and understands the value and the realisation procedure. If such a solution
can be offered in an emerging country, a long-term competitive advantage and imitation difficulty are established, and a continuous profitability can be attained.

Therefore, the following hypothesis can be derived about the relationship between transnationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home) and the activity and result in an emerging country.

H6. The alliance with the company in an emerging country is promoted by transnationalisation of a main office.

H7. The alliance with the non-profit organisation in an emerging country is promoted by transnationalisation of a main office.

H8. The mergers and acquisitions of a company in an emerging country are promoted by transnationalisation of a main office.

H9. The diffusion of the standard of the product and service in an emerging country is promoted by transnationalisation of a main office.

H10. Establishment of the literary property in an emerging country is promoted by transnationalisation of a main office.

H11. The customer satisfaction in an emerging country increases by transnationalisation of a main office.

H12. By transnationalisation of a main office, the profitability ratio in an emerging country increases.

4 Hypothetical verification and consideration

4-1. The verification procedure

In order to verify the above-mentioned hypotheses empirically, a questionnaire was given to a company. The multinational firm which has advanced to emerging countries among Japanese firms was set as the target of the questionnaire. A definition of emerging countries here is a criterion of a Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and are Asian nations including China, the countries in Central America, central-and-eastern-Europe countries including Russia, countries in the Middle East, and African countries. The item of the questionnaire was set up based on the above-mentioned hypotheses, and was altogether set to the following Likert scales.

1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
4-2. Survey synopsis

The questionnaire was distributed through mail and web to 100 adult graduate students of a business school, in which the author has classes. The number of effective answers which fulfil the above-mentioned conditions and do not have an impairment value of an answer was 52. The survey was conducted in June — August 2014.

4-3. Result of the analysis

Regarding the effective answer of the questionnaire, the correlation analysis concerned with trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home), the advance purpose to an emerging country, activities in an emerging country, and the result in an emerging country was conducted. The correlation analysis was conducted after eliminating the items of which the ceiling or the floor effect are identified on the answers. The statistics analysis used SPSS ver21 made from International Business Machines. A correlation-analysis result is seen in Table 1. Regarding the subscript of the correlation coefficient in a table, ** shows 1% of significance level, and * shows 5% of significance level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionaries’ item</th>
<th>correlation coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. An expansion of the merchandise export to an emerging country</td>
<td>-.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. A direct investment of the scale-of-production expansion to an emerging country</td>
<td>-.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. A direct investment of the research and development to an emerging country</td>
<td>.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. A direct investment of the industrial infrastructure exploitation to an emerging country</td>
<td>.444**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The effort to solve social problems, such as an environmental problem in an emerging country</td>
<td>.523**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The alliance with the company in an emerging country</td>
<td>.461**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The alliance with the non-profit organisation in an emerging country</td>
<td>.411*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. The mergers and acquisitions of a company in an emerging country</td>
<td>.124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. The diffusion of the standard of the product and service in an emerging country  .338*
10. Establishment of the literary property in an emerging country  .388*
11. The customer satisfaction in an emerging country  .523**
12. The profitability ratio in an emerging country increases.  .259

4-4. Consideration

Based on the above-mentioned correlation-analysis result, the hypothesis about the relationship of trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home) and the purpose of the advance into an emerging country is verified first. That is, it is a verification of trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home) having progressed because the international business model in the emerging countries of a Japanese firm converted. First, H1 and H2 are the hypotheses about the traditional international business model of a Japanese firm. It was verified that the traditional international business model is not correlated with trans-nationalisation of the parent nation. The parent nation is not trans-nationalised in the traditional international business model of a Japanese multinational firm. When making emerging countries into the low-cost production centre of the merchandise for developed countries, or when exporting the merchandise for developed countries to the wealthy of an emerging country, the workers and sales rep of an emerging country are employed, but it is thought that remote control has been performed about an important management from a parent nation.

Next, H3 to H5 were hypotheses about the new international business model of the Japanese firm in emerging countries. As a result of the correlation analysis, H3 was rejected, and H4 and H5 were verified significantly. H4 to H5 is the latest international business model in the emerging countries which attract attention. It is a "problem forward country" model which utilises the environmental technology, etc., which the Japanese firm has accumulated, and raises both the social values and enterprise values in emerging countries, and is equivalent to a CSV model. It seems that it was proved that the Japanese multinational firm which is going to adopt such a new international business model, which will concern itself with the community of an emerging country in the long run, was deeply advancing trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home). That is, it can be said that the relationship of a transformation of an international business model and trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home) became clear. In addition, H3 was not verified in the correlation analysis. H3 is a hypothesis about localisation of research and development, and assumed an international business model like a reverse innovation. However, in a traditional international business, the research and development for customising developed-
countries-oriented merchandise for emerging countries is also carried out, and it is thought that trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home) does not necessarily progress in this case.

Next, the hypothesis about the relationship of trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home), and the activity and result in an emerging country is verified. First, H6 to H8 are hypotheses about the relationship with various stakeholders in an emerging country. Among these, H6 and H7, which are the hypotheses about a strategic alliance, were verified. In order to gain a reliance among the various stakeholders of an emerging country, to build a good and intimate relationship and to advance organisational learning, it is thought that trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home) is useful. It may be easy to carry out a flexible resource allocation, effective licensing of technology, etc., from a main office by trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home). Besides, H8 is a hypothesis about mergers and acquisitions, and was rejected. Mergers and acquisitions often constitute the strategy in which a company buys time, and it is thought that mergers and acquisitions which spread the business model of developed countries to an emerging country immediately as it is possible are included. For example, when purchasing the plant and sales network of an emerging country and merely transferring the same operation as a parent nation, a change of the parent company itself may not necessarily be important.

Next, H9 to H10 are hypotheses about the diffusion of the standard and administration in an emerging country. Both hypotheses were verified by the correlation analysis. By trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home), it is thought that a standard, an intellectual property administration, etc., can be spread in an emerging country. It may be able to correspond to the real situation of an emerging country’s flexibly in terms of a strategy and technique. Moreover, it will be useful to promote relationship construction with stakeholders including various companies, regulatory agencies, and regional governments who can become a partner in an emerging country as mentioned above.

Moreover, H11 to H12 are hypotheses about a management result. Among these, H11 is a hypothesis about the customer satisfaction in an emerging country, and was verified by the correlation analysis. By trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home), a company may grasp implicit needs peculiar to an emerging country, understand various and complicated stakeholder relationships, and be able to build the good relationship continuously. And it is thought that the degree of satisfaction of customers or stakeholders in an advanced country can be raised. Further, H12 is a hypothesis about a profitability ratio, and it did not have a correlation with trans-nationalisation of a parent nation. It is thought that various factors influence a business profit primarily. Moreover, it may take a long time for a new international business model to become fruitful in revenue. The company which is making the profit by the traditional model is likely also included in the respondent. For example, the product and service with a small difference
between the specification and taste by a country may be able to gain a profit regardless of the diversity of a parent nation.

5 Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to quantitatively analyse the relationship between a transformation of an international business model, trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home), and the effect on the management in the Japanese multinational firm. It had been pointed out by various studies that trans-nationalisation of the main office (internationalisation at home) of a Japanese firm was not progressing until recently. A contribution of this research is that it is shown empirically that an international business model and diversity management are changing now in a Japanese multinational firm, while corresponding to a transformation of an external environment called extension of an emerging market. Moreover, trans-nationalisation of a main office (internationalisation at home) promoting the alliance in an emerging country, or raising stakeholders’ degree of satisfaction, etc., was verified as an effect on management.

As implication of this research, the result may offer the suggestion to the top manager and personnel policy responsible person of a Japanese multinational firm who wants to move in to an emerging country. The limitations of this study are that the number of samples in the questionnaire is small. An emerging-country strategy is considered to vary by type of business, advance place, etc. Since the total number of the sample was not enough, the variance between types of businesses, etc., was not able to be analysed. A future subject is extending a questionnaire object further and conducting a more detailed analysis.
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